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News from

Denmark

Guild Life in 2nd Struer
The all-male 2nd Struer Guild was
established 19th September 1964
with a core group from 1st Struer, and
still has a member who has been with
us since the beginning. 2nd Struer
owns the Rjåberg Hut with 3.7 acres
of undulating nature with mixed
forest. The hut was built as a log
cabin in 1964. In later years, it has
been modernized with electricity,
cold and hot water, a stove, electric
cooker and a separate toilet building.
We wished to keep the hut’s primitive
style and built two shelters of the
“Godthåp” type for sleeping capacity
additional to the campsite tent. We
needed a covered campfire site and
cut down 12 larch trees to build a
large, conical structure that was
covered with Kalmar boards, and
which has room for almost a hundred
scouts and guides.

The town of Struer, located in
northwestern Jutland, is twinned
with Forssa in Finland, Södertälje in
Sweden and Sarpsborg in Norway. On
a friendship camp in Forssa in 2006,
scouts from Struer experienced the
Finnish sauna culture. On one of the
trips to the sauna, the idea of building
a sauna for the next friendship camp
in Struer in 2008 was born. The Finns
supported the idea and promised to
bring a proper Finnish wood-burning
sauna stove if the Danish hosts would
cover the costs of a sauna cabin. Just
prior to, and during, the twinningtown camp in Struer in 2008 the
sauna was built by Danish, Swedish
and Finnish scouts. It was opened
during the camp, but the finishing
work and the maintenance has been
done by 2nd Struer Guild.
The sauna is thus a realized and good
example of the fact that the idea of
a friendship-town scout camp creates
understanding
between
national
cultures
and
builds
long-term
friendships.
This
was
clearly
demonstrated in the friendship camp
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in Struer in 2016, where once more
seeing the complete sauna created a
lot of happiness.
We have two activities together with
the scout and guide groups in the
community that are repeated every
year. One is the celebration of the
Scouts’
Day
of
23rd
April,
independent of whether this collides
with Easter or other holidays. We
have managed to have both the green
and blue scouts and guides to jointly
renew their scout’s promise, causing
quite a throng and humour within
conical hut of the camp-fire site.
A second activity is the Peace Light
that the 2nd Struer Guild for many
years have carried to scout and guide
groups in the community, as well as
FDF groups. We transfer the Peace
Light Flame in a ceremony at the
campfire, in the church together with
the minister or to the group’s usual
meeting. These two activities give us
good contact to scouts, guides,
parents and leaders – this is where we
shall seek our new and younger guild
members.

Years ago, we defined the acronym
KURAF to represent our key values,
and this term is still the basis for our
activities. The letter K represents
Kammeratskab (fellowship), while the
U is Udfordringer (challenges). The R
reflects Rummelighed (tolerance),
the A is for Ansvar (responsibility)
and the F for Friluftsliv (out-door
life). In graphical representations of
our
key
values,
Rummelighed
(tolerance) is the central term,
encircled by the other four. We fully
accept our individual members’
differences and believe that there is
room for all. We have found that this
gives us a large variety of
competences that can be used for our
common benefit.
Most of our members are still
working, others have reached their
retirement age. I consider the spread
in educational background, interests
and age to be the strength of 2nd
Struer Guild, and an important
explanation of the guild’s positive
development.
With Fellowship greetings

The guild has nearly all its meetings in
the Råbjerg Hut, and we have many
activities during the year with the
maintenance of the hut, the forest
and the ground. In addition, we
organise week-end trips, with stag
bellows, canoe trips, knife making,
bicycle trips in the Thy National Park
or a trip to an interesting business or
association.

Knud Hjarsbæk
Member of 2nd Struer Guild and
District Secretary of Northwestern
Jutland
(translation by K. Jorde)
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The Peace Light
The Peace Light was in November
sent to Greenland and was on 27th and
28th transported by relay to the
whole of Denmark.
This year’s theme was: ”Peace
requires a tolerant fellowship”.
Sct. Georgs Gilderne i Danmark shall
in December present the Peace Light
to HRH Princess Benedicte in the
Amalienborg Palace.

Georg Lauridsen,
International Secretary Denmark
lgis@sct-georg.dk

News from

Finland

Cultural Tour
The Scout and Guide Fellowship of
Finland arranged a Cultural Tour in
the middle of June. We met in
Tampere for morning coffee at the
Scout
District
office,
where
professor Henrik Meinander gave an
interesting review of the Civil War in
Finland in 1918, and especially of the
fights in and around Tampere. Even if
it all happened a hundred years ago,
people still have opinions and
thoughts about what happened and
how it could possibly have been
avoided.
Later the participants continued to
Vilppula to visit the little orthodox
church there. The church was built
by some of the evacuees from Finnish
Carelia, who were moved to Finland in
1945. Then the tour continued to
Mänttä, to the art museum of the
Serlachius family to look at the many
different exhibitions, both modern
art, photo installations and older
classic art.

Summer Camps
The Fellowship take part in district
scout camps every summer, mostly
spreading information about the
Fellowship but also helping with
program etc.
This summer we
participated in Satahanka camp in
South Eastern Finland. Satahanka is
a camp for the Sea Scouts in Finland
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and there are of course a lot of scout
vessels of different size and types.
But the real speciality of Satahanka
and very popular among both
participants and visitors is the
different floating saunas.

The Peace Light
The Peace Light comes to Finland
from Sweden, by freighter from
Stockholm to Turku. This year we got
it already on November 20th, so it
spread quite far by December 1st. The
Scouts of Finland in cooperation with
the Fellowship, coordinate the
sharing of the Peace Light. It travels
by several different routes north,
along the western coast to Rauma and
Vaasa, through central Finland to
Tampere and Jyväskylä, to Helsinki
and Lahti.

A floating sauna at Satahanka

Fellowship Day
In Finland we celebrated Fellowship
Day with several local arrangements
around Finland. In Espoo, the guild
arranged an evening with coffee and
sing-song. Fellowship members from
several neighbouring fellowships
enjoyed singing old scout songs from
all over the world, learning new songs
and refreshing old friendships and
getting new friends.
In Lahti they went to the theatre to
see (and hear) the musical “Sound of
Music”. After the show they had an
evening together with songs and
poetry. And of course lighting of the
Fellowship candles and sharing
memories. Other local fellowship had
hikes in the forest, picking late
mushrooms.

A small Peace Light ceremony in Lauttasaari Church
on 1st Advent

In the North, the Peace Light arrives
by car from Sweden. In Finland it is
quite important that the Peace Light
arrives by December 6th, which is
Finland’s Independence Day. In the
older graveyards, the soldiers which
were killed in the wars 1939-1945,
are buried in the same area, called
the
“Heroes’
graveyard”.
On
th
December 6 candles are lit on each
soldier’s grave and in some churches
these candles are lit by the Peace
Light. We feel that this has a great
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symbolic value. Otherwise the Peace
Light is shared with as many as
possible, reminding us all how
important peace is everywhere and to
all.

The Peace Light Lantern on Nanna’s door

Text: Liv Aure Olli, IS Finland.
Photos: Nanna Katavisto

News from

Iceland

From Kópavogur skátagildi
In Kópavogur close to Reykjavík they
have done a lot of interesting things
this year. They go for a walk in the
neighbourhood to places many have
not come to but that are just around
the corner. On the First day of
Summer, 19th of April, they held a
song evening for the scout group in
town and invited parents also and
members of Skátagildin á íslandi,

where everybody enjoyed the night
singing both new and old songs and it
was such a success that they have
scheduled to do the same next year.
Elín Richards, who is a member of the
International board, is a member in
Kópavogur and she has shown pictures
from her visits in connection with her
work for ISGF.
Then every month when there is a new
Icelandic film in the cinema they go
there. Two members of the Kópavogur skátagildi went to Gothenburg
this summer joined by two members
from Akureyri. They won the competition in Skotthällekastning (a game
of throwing a metal disc at a wooden
stump) and took a prize home that
they will try to win again in three
years here in Iceland.

From Hveragerði
In Hveragerði skátagildi there are 20
members. The oldest one is 89 and
the youngest is 50 years old. On the
19th of November they had their
„Laufabrauðsfundur“
(a
meeting
where they come together to cut out
a special Icelandic bread and then fry
it afterwards). They gathered at
18.00 hours for soup and bread and
then started to cut the bread. In the
group there are many artists.
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Everyone interested in „Laufabrauð“
can find a description on Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
OceUnjax-7w
The scoutguild in Hveragerði wishes
all the scouts and guilds in the Nordic
countries and the Baltic a Merry
Christmas.
Hveragerði members making laufabrauð

To achieve good work the tools you
use are rolled over the flat dough and
knives are used to finish the pattern
and tighten the ends. Then the cakes
are fried in very hot oil and only those
who are qualified to do so can do that.
A pressure is put on the cakes when
they come out of the pan but you have
to take care so that you don´t crush
them. You should not keep the
finished cakes in a plastic bag. They
are then used at Christmas time, with
butter and hangikjöt (smoked lamb).

From Hafnarfjörður
In St. Georgsgildet i Hafnarfjörður
we have hut called „Skátalundur“ at a
lake just outside of town. This
summer we have been renovating the
balcony and just finished. A group of
members come together almost every
Sunday morning at the hut either just
to talk or to make new arrangements
to make the place better. The hut was
built in 1964 and was sailed to
Hafnarfjörður from Norway. In the
beginning there were no trees but
now this is a peaceful place with lot of
trees at the Lake Hvaleyrarvatn
which is a very popular place to go to
after work and in weekends.

Cutting a nice pattern

At this meeting there is a good
atmosphere and if you haven‘t already
gotten the Christmas spirit into
yourself you get it at this meeting.

The Skátalundur hut at Lake Hvaleyravatn
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The Peace Light
On the 29th of November we
gathered in the Carmelite nunnery in
Hafnarfjörður to get the Peace Light.
Members
from
Hveragerði,
Reykjavík, Kópavogur and Hafnarfjörður met in the nunnery where we
had a calm and peaceful ceremony
where we sing our songs about the
Light and the nuns in the nunnery play
instruments and sing two psalms. This
time they also told us about the
existence of the monastic rule and
about a new picture they have
recently received. One of our
members had written the Peace
Message this year. After receiving
the
Light
we
gathered
in
Hafnarfjörður‘s scout house for hot
chocolate and cookies.

schools as well. In Hveragerði they
have gathered in one of the churches
at 12 o´clock on the 24th of
December for a small ceremony and
afterwards people that come to the
churchyard can get the Peace Light to
light a candle for their beloved ones.
Members of Skátagildin á Íslandi
send all members in the Nordic
countries and the Baltic their best
wishes for a merry Christmas and a
happy New Year.
Text compiled by Kristjana Ásgeirsdottir, IS Iceland. Photos: Guðnì
Gislason and others

News from

Lithuania

Sorry, no news from Lithuania this
time.

News from

Norway

Finnskogen – Forest and Culture
Trip

Collecting the Flame from the nunnery

In the Advent the guild members will
bring the Light to the churches in
their home town joined by young
scouts and some of them go to the

In the evening of 20 June this year,
34 fellowship members from all over
Norway met at the old farm Mattila
in Finnskogen. Mattila is located in
Sweden, but Finnskogen (Finns’
Forest), straddling the border
between Norway and Sweden, is an
area that is considered “common
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home ground” to both Swedes and
Norwegians. The area is named after
the Finns that from the middle of the
16th century left the Savola district
of Finland and moved to this area,
seeking nature that was similar to
that of their home district and thus
suited their way of life.
We met in the main room of the farm,
originating from the time when such
rooms had no chimney, but a large
oven that let the smoke out into the
room. Not surprisingly, such a room
was called røykstue or smoke room.
For today’s people, this system would
have
been
considered
very
uncomfortable, but when such a stove
had been properly heated, it would
keep the room warm for days, even
when the winter temperatures crept
below minus 20 oC. The stove was used
also for cooking and baking, and even
had a broad shelf that could be used
as a nice and warm bed when temperatures dropped even lower.

a number of similar old farms. At
Karmenkynna Finn farm we had the
traditional oat porridge mutti, served
with fried ham and lingon (red
mountain berries). We went up the
steep path to Ritamäki, Sweden’s
best conserved Finn farm, and
entered the Juhola Culture Reserve.
We also visited the Östmark Church,
a large, cruciform log church,
thatched in the old style with wooden
shingles.
The timing of the trip meant that we
spent Midsummer’s Day in Sweden,
where this is traditionally celebrated
with a maypole, decorated with wild
flowers. We were invited to participate in decorating the pole and in
carrying it to the old main square of
the town Torsby.

Carrying the maypole in Torsby

Meeting at the Mattila røykstue

The Finns in the old days had a
particular type of agriculture, setting
fire to restricted parts of the
forest, and letting the resulting
ashes fertilise the ground. We visited

The authoress Åsta Holth, born in the
Norwegian part of Finnskogen, has
lively described the life and struggle
of the Finns in that area, and how
difficult they found the transition
process needed to adopt to the
Norwegian way of life. We visited her
home at Lekvattnet and the
magnificent garden surrounding the
house. Her home is today a museum
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which has a splendid collection that
highlights the culture, the crafts and
the life style of the Finnskogen Finns.
The above is only a limited selection
of our experiences from excellent
Finnskogen days. Many of the
participants wanted to revisit the
area, not least to walk more parts of
Finnskogleden (the Finnskogen trail),
of which we this time only followed a
few, short parts.
Text and photos: Sidsel Godtaas

Finnskogen Trip 2019
Please be informed that, due to the
positive feedback from participants,
another trip will be made next year,
during the period 12-16 June. The
trip is open also for fellowship
members from other countries. More
details (in Norwegian) can be found on
our web-site: https://www.sggn.no.
Infor-mation in English can be
obtained
from
jordebox15@gmail.com. If you would
like to participate, please send an
email to bladet@sggn.no. Please note
that the registration deadline is 25
January 2019.

Inspiration Week-end at Sanner
Hotel
Traditionally, the Norwegian Fellowship have organised an autumn weekend seminar at Sanner Hotel north of

Oslo, primarily intended for guild
masters or other guild board
members. This year, the scope of the
seminar was expanded to involve
anyone who wanted to join, resulting
in 47 attendees.
The main theme was the environment.
The first talker was previous Chief
Scout Solveig Schytz, who quoted the
Norwegian philosopher Arne Vetlesens statement: ”You are not likely
to fight for something that appears
not to concern you. If you do not
realise that it does concern you,
there is a great risk that it will be
destroyed before you recognise its
value”. She then emphasised the value
of the Østmarka forest area in Oslo,
which is very much used for walking
and skiing, and also contains a number
of scout huts. The area has been
proposed for conservation, and the
key question is: How should the
conservation rules be made to allow
both conservation and increased
walking and skiing?
Marine biologist Per Johannesen
reminded us about many of the
environment aspects that were
earlier considered important. In the
seventies, the inflow of nutritious
matter to our lakes was considered a
major problem, resulting in strict
rules about the discharge of
phosphate and nitrate rich drainage
water into our lakes. Other projects
targeted lead, hydro-carbons, CFC
gases, and asbestos; now plastic
waste is our main concern.
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All these items are still important,
but climate changes and plastic are
now the key issues. The effect on the
climate from an increasing world
population is also a challenge. The
reason for “the little ice age” in the
18th century was a temperature fall of
only 1 degree Celsius! Now the target
is to keep the temperature increase
below 2 degrees Celsius. The big
question is: do we manage to limit the
temperature increase if we do not
change our lifestyle?
Sunday morning was dedicated to a
scouts own in the Maria Church,
where we enjoyed a selection of
paintings by the artist Haakon
Gullvåg. Subsequently, we had group
discussions, where we were asked
what our local guild could do to limit
the amount of waste, particularly
plastic waste, and how to save our
environment. Use reusable textile
carrier bags, sow flower meadows, let
our lawns bloom before cutting the
grass, and make “insect hotels”, and
avoid using poisonous pesticides were
some of the recommendations.

We learn to make «insect hotels»

One of the conclusions was that
following the scout law means that we

also
automatically
environmentalists!

are

good

Please be informed that our local
Hamar guild has invited the gardener
of the Cathedral ruin park, Hildur
Hauksdottir, to talk about “plants
that are important to insects” at the
Hamar Scout Centre on 7 March at 7
p.m. Please feel free to join us!
Text: Sidsel Gotaas, translated by K.
Jorde. Photo: Ivan Chetwynd

The Peace Light
At the time of writing, the Peace
Light is being distributed throughout
the country, aiming at reaching
northernmost Norway before Christmas. In many towns, local ceremonies
have already been organised, as
exemplified by the activities in Oslo
and Hamar.
In Oslo, the Peace light was held on
26 November, a date that reflected a
very dark episode in the country’s
history: on that date in 1942 the ship
Donau sailed from Oslo with 532
Jews on board. They were sent to
Auschwitz.
At the same time a rescue operation
was begun. Around 1000 persons –
including 500 Jews – were smuggled
from Oslo across the border to
Sweden. A market gardener, Rolf
Syversen, organised the action,
known as Carl Fredriksens Transport.
In 2013 a memorial park was opened
near to the site of the market garden.
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On 26 November this year the Peace
Light from Bethlehem was brought to
the memorial park, as a symbol of
peace: one flame, one human race.
Rolf Syversen’s son told the story of
the rescue operation for 40 scouts
and fellowship members who had
braved the cold. The annual
Norwegian Peace Light message was
read – written this year by three
scouts and scouters – and the flame
was shared with those who had lamps
with them. A group of Polish scouts
and guides living in Norway were
among those who collected their
flame, thereby illustrating the
international scope of scouting and of
the Peace Light.

Sadness over the brutality of war,
honour to those who risked their lives
to save others – and a flame spread
with hope for peace – for «a world
without war, a world without
prejudice, without racism and terrorism» as one of the guides wrote in
the message.
In Hamar, the ceremony had a much
happier background, being held in the
very nice ambience of the medieval
cathedral ruin. Scouts from the
surrounding area came to carry the
Flame to their districts. As usual, the
national Peace Light message was
read. Part of the message described
how keeping the Flame continually
burning can be a challenge. It must be
nursed and taken care of, in the same
way that we take care of our
friendship. If we all are friends,
hostility and war can be avoided.

Rolf Syversen’s son Øyvind tells the story of the 1942
rescue operation
Scouts collecting the Flame at the cathedral ruin
ceremony

Polish scouts and guides with their Peace Flame

After the ceremony, all the scouts
were invited to an evening meal at the
local Scout Centre. A total of 70
scouts, guides and Fellowship members enjoyed a nice evening with
cakes, open sandwiches, juice and
coffee, a good way of cultivating
scout friendships and getting new
friends as well.
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Happy guides at the evening gathering

Text and photos: Ivan Chetwynd,
Sidsel Gotaas and Knut Jorde

News from

coastal landscape, where we could see
the island of Ven. Participants could
travel to Ven for a day of walking. The
island has a unique and interesting
landscape. The astronomer Tycho
Brahe had his observatory on Ven,
which can still be visited. We saw an
exceptionally beautiful sunset over
Öresund towards Elsinore in Denmark, as indicated on the walking tour
badge.

Sweden

Walking in Skåne

The beautiful nature along the sea

The badge of the Skåne walking tour

In May, we had our Fellowship walking
tour. This time, it took place in the
district of Skåne, the southernmost
part of the country. We stayed in a
cabin village in Borstahusen, just
north of the town of Landskrona in
north-western Skåne. We were more
than 60 people who walked in
beautiful weather for three days. I
believed that Skåne were flat, but
that is only partly true. North of
Borstahusen there is a beautiful

Walking guild members in Skåne

Brochure
During the summer, a new brochure
was
printed,
describing
the
organisation and activities of the
Swedish Guild Fellowship. We have
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realised that many scouts and guides
do not know what we Fellowship
members do. The brochure has 12
pages and is very informative. We
hope that many of the scouts and
guides shall read it and thereby get
to know more about us.

outside the city. When we returned
to the harbour it had become dark,
thus we experienced “Gothenburg by
night”.
Groups of participants visited art
museums, a church, the Bothanical
Garden and the Volvo Museum. Many
people found a visit to a scout and
guide cabin just outside the city to be
very interesting. The participants had
to make their own soup on a spirit
stove (the summer’s strict fire ban
had been lifted), follow a nature trail
and play scouts’ games. Thus, a proper
scouts’ day.

Our new information brochure

Nordic-Baltic
Gothenburg

Gathering

in

At the end of August, Sweden
organised the Nordic-Baltic gathering in Gothenburg. 65 participants
arrived from the Nordic countries, as
well as Germany, England, Belgium,
the Netherlands and Australia. The
participants could choose between
different activities during the day,
followed by a common dinner in the
evening. On Saturday night, a joint
boat trip was made about the island
of Hisingen, which contains the northern part of Gothenburg. It was a
nice trip among the many islands

From the Botanical Garden

Time was also set aside for the
traditional “Skotthällekastning” competition (hitting a wooden stump with
a metal disc), which was won by the
Icelandic team.

Þorvaldur of the winning team throwing the disc in
the Skotthällekastning competition
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The theme of the gathering was
Cooperation with scouts and guides,
and the first part of the days were
used for group discussions with
experienced scout leaders about how
we can cooperate with the scouts and
guides. During the discussion, many
viewpoints were presented, which
were compiled into an extensive
report that can be found on the ISGF
website.
The gathering was finalised with an
unusual campfire. As it was held
indoors because of the extremely dry
weather, it had to be an electronic
fire. Hence, the ashes from our
previous gathering in Denmark in
2015 could not be poured onto the
fire. As a replacement to this part of
the ceremony, a separate fire was lit
on Scouts’ Day, and ashes were
collected from that fire. Thus, in
spite of the electronic campfire,
there are proper Swedish ashes
available for the next gathering in
Iceland in 2021.

The Peace Light
As usual, the Peace Light has been
distributed from the town of
Helsingborg. This year, however, it
had not been to that town from
Denmark. Instead, it was collected
from a Carmelite nunnery outside
Helsingborg. The nuns keep a flame
continually burning, and we can collect
it there. Now, at the end of
November, the Flame has reached the
southern part of the Norrland county.

We hope it shall reach the town of
Jukkasjärvi before Christmas.
Text: Mariana Ceder, IS Sweden.
Photos: Regitze Krenchel
(text translated by K. Jorde)
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